Important Notice – Car Park Safety

At Wingello Public School, we are always concerned with keeping children safe. We have noticed some serious concerns in the car park, especially at pick up time after school. Could parents/carers please use extra caution when collecting or dropping off their child/children.

The following guidelines should be observed during pick up after school particularly as most parents arrive at the one time:

- Please do not park in the gateway or pathway to collect your children after school.
- Please pull up rear to curb in the car park and stop
- CHILDREN MUST NOT WALK UNATTENDED THROUGH THE CAR PARK
- Parents need to come and collect their children waiting at the gate
- Children should go around the outside of the car park fence to reach their parent’s car, or walk holding their parent’s hand
- Children should not sit in cars unsupervised for any length of time
- Speed should never exceed a slow crawl through car park
- Children walking, or riding bikes or scooters home must use either the track through the nature reserve to the pathway or the little gate on Murrimba Rd - NOT the car park.

- In the mornings, as drop offs are more staggered time-wise, children can be dropped off to the pathway with extra caution and speed limits being observed.

Remember – we have your precious children’s interest and safety as our prime concern here.

Thank you,

Gillian Irvine, Principal